
General meeting 10/05/20 

 

Do we email in all languages? 

We judge it based on organisation if we want to add (correspond in x-language)  

Allow people to change email draft or have a fixed one? 

We’ll allow people to tailor to suit their needs/organisation 

We won’t send resources first time round – we’ll send them a link to resources page 

(Gideon’s setting up) 

What resources should we list? 

• Powerpoints/webinars 

• Draw my life/animation video (check who can) 

• Curriculum 

We can offer speakers, webinar sessions, discussion groups etc. 

Offer a broad intro, then send the list in a response email 

We need to prepare a draft for a second email 

What do we tell them in second email? 

• List of resources above 

• We can offer workshops 

• Curriculum 

 

Discussion of decision-making  

- What percentage needed to pass? 

- Benjamin/ Rae/Paula: 2/3 

- 50% Virginia 

- Guiding principle: we are aiming for a consensus 

- Depends on what’s being voted on 

- Paula: Approval decisions (ie. Polls) slow us down 

- Hannah: Decisions specific to WG (they have the final say) whereas on large 

meetings we need a majority 

 

Projects 

- Gideon: unless its relevant to the whole organisation, creating individual projects is a 

liberty we should have (as long as it doesn’t bring WW into disrepute) 

- What amount of the electorate needs to be present for a GM? 

- Benjamin: its your responsibility to be at the GM if you want to vote 

- Gideon: we publish an agenda before a meeting to allow people to share their 

thoughts/votes.  



- Gideon: we set up a certain % of the vote that can pass decisions so that only a few 

people don’t take decisions for the whole organisation 

- Fatima: two calls per day? 

 

When should we make the call to decide about decision-making? Gideon will put out a vote 

on the Slack. 

 


